New horizons brought by UAV remote sensing
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Satellite remote sensing always has limitations in timing and area of acquired images. Recent improvement in UAV(Unmanned Areal vehicle) will bring new scope in 'anytime', 'anywhere', and 'easy' remote sensing. We invite recent case studies using UAV remote sensing, and discuss for application from this time on.
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Mapping of the fault scarp formed during the 2013 Bohol earthquake by small UAV
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A 5km-long surface fault rupture appeared during 2013 Bohol earthquake (M 7.1) in the Philippine. We took low-altitude air-photos of the ruptures using a small UAV, and made 3D images and contour maps by SfM software. This survey method is a low-cost, easy and effective method for mapping for quick respond field work for unexpected large earthquake damage especially in remote areas in under developing countries.